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Heating Up From the Inside Out
A Review of Jewel of Himalaya in Harrison
By M. H. REED JAN. 2, 2014

In these frosty months, Westchester diners might keep cozy by following the diets
of those who call the icy, rocky terrain of the Himalayas home. When winter stings
your cheeks, turn to hot chilies, meat proteins, grains and breads. Go for mouth-
tingling curry, vindaloo so spicy that tears come to the eyes and large bowls of
searing chicken soup crammed with noodles. Think about stopping into Jewel of
Himalaya in Harrison, sister restaurant to the Yorktown Heights original, for
dinner or a sampling from the new lunch buffet. The food here is to climb
mountains by.

Momos, or dumplings, are the most popular food item of the region, and Jewel
of Himalaya had them by the half-dozen for a snack, starter or an entire dinner.
They came fried or steamed, but steaming left them particularly succulent.
Appropriate for the climate, they are heavier than Chinese dumplings, but we
enjoyed the chewiness of the thick wrapper and the nicely seasoned fillings of
minced meats and vegetables. A mere lick of chili paste added an exciting
dimension.

A spicy dip enlivened other starters, like two meat-filled pastry pouches called
sha phaley and crispy, deep fried vegetables called pakoda.

Having had memorable soups at the Yorktown Heights Jewel, we found the
broth at the Harrison restaurant to be as deeply flavorful but a bit thin in texture,
missing the fullness of pulverized cashews. Nonetheless, the soups were hearty.
Crammed with noodles almost to the bowls’ brim, soups like thukpa with thin
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noodles, our favorite, and thendup with wide flat noodles were both warming and
filling.

Jewel’s diners are given a choice of seasonings: mild, medium or spicy. We
gauged the kitchen’s idea of spiciness and ordered “medium,” but also requested a
side of sepen, a fierce Tibetan chili sauce, in case the kitchen held back. Used
cautiously, sepen warmed and transformed quite a few mild soups, sauces and
momos.

As for entrees, tandoori chicken seemed to be a favorite here. Many platters of
steaming, sizzling chicken legs emerged from the kitchen and scented the entire
dining room. Tandoori chicken tikka employed the breast meat some diners might
prefer.

From a good selection of vegetable dishes — including chickpeas, spinach,
beans, eggplant — we chose dal makhini. Jewel’s version proved beyond delicious.
This thick, gorgeously seasoned stew of lentils and beans went with everything,
especially rice.

Sauces, or gravies, have borrowed tastes from India and China, neighbors on
the Himalayan range. So heavy flavor hitters like cardamom, tomato, cumin,
cinnamon, garlic, onion, chilies and more come into play, and meats are more
often used as flavoring. Ginger and garlic curry was a striking vehicle for
Himalayan chicken and beef, and cashew and almonds did much the same for
Himalayan korma. Himalayan aloo had little cauliflower but came loaded with
potatoes, a staple crop of Nepal.

Goat was on the menu, too, known in that part of the world as mutton. Lighter
than beef, richer and more tender, the meat was matched perfectly with a spicy
gingery curry. Lamb and a few shrimp dishes are on offer as well.

Ordering thali, a complete meal served on a big round platter, is a good way to
sample several dishes before committing to one. A mound of rice in the center is
surrounded by an assortment of the menu’s offerings. Use rice, sepen and dal to
mix and match the parts to taste. Mop up with supple nan instead of the Tibetan
bread, which we found oddly sweet.



After rib-sticking noodles, dumplings, rice and breads or several visits to the
lunch buffet, desserts were unnecessary. Though it sounded intriguing, Himalayan
apple pie had little flavor. Go instead for the dense ice cream called kulfi. The
portion was small, the finish big. It was mango kulfi as you’ve never had it. Let it
melt in your mouth as you watch a video of Himalayan lifestyles, landscapes and
culture, the menu’s driving forces.

●

Jewel of Himalaya
385 Halstead Avenue
Harrison
(914) 630-7921

himalayaharrison.com

GOOD

THE SPACE Charming, cozy restaurant, with seating for 60 and a bar, at the end of a
shopping plaza. Walls over a tufted white banquette are hung with Himalayan scenes,
and over the bar, a television screen shows a video of regional life. Wheelchair
accessible.

THE CROWD From the neighborhood, with many regulars who seem to order without
looking at a menu. Warm, welcome and gracious service.

THE BAR Long, full bar with beers for $5. Wine by the bottle, $17 to $35, and by the
glass, $5 to $8.

THE BILL Lunch buffet with 17 to 20 items, Tuesday through Friday, $11; Saturday
and Sunday, $13. Lunch sets, $10 and $11. Dinner: Nepali thali, $15 and $18; entrees,
$13 to $25; noodle and rice dishes, $10 to $19. Major credit cards accepted.

WHAT WE LIKED Steamed momos (dumplings), sha phaley, thukpa (noodle soup),
“nonveg” thali, Himalayan korma, tandoori chicken, mutton curry, dal makhini, mango
kulfi.

IF YOU GO Lunch sets and buffet, Tuesday through Sunday, 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Dinner, Tuesday to Thursday and Sunday, 5 to 9:30 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 5 to 10
p.m.

RATINGS Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor.
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A version of this review appears in print on January 5, 2014, on page WE6 of the New York edition with the
headline: Heating Up From the Inside Out.
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